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United Fight Is Essential To Any Community 
General Secretary Dr. L K Mrutyunjaya

Hyderabad, TS, India, 23.06.2023, 16:22 Time

USPA NEWS - Unity and fight are essentials of any community. Selfish people who aim at the vested interests weaken the united fight
and are like leeches that are gnawing at the root of the community, said General Secretary of Andhra Pradesh Jesus Believers
Association Council Dr. L K Mrutyunjaya

Speaking in the internal meeting of JBAC, he said proverbially ...the rat behaves as it likes if the cat is blind. Such a situation has
emerged as the Christian community in the Telugu states is in coma. Anti-social forces have taken advantage of this disunity and been
playing as they like. For decades, the Christian community has been deceived and exploited. Worrying about the past is useless. We
need to seriously reconsider why the Christian community ignores the truth that if we fight unitedly, we will win.

In the secular India, the attempts of conspiracies and scheming to weaken the Christian community are going on sporadically. While
the anti-social forces are working hard for such dark activities, the systems that are supposed to stop them are standstill. The
machinery that should have nipped such tyranny in the bud...has been freezed to the magic of the big heads behind the scenes. The
constitutional right to freely profess one's religion is at stake. The Christian community must unite to expose the conspiracies,
hypocrisies and tricks of the dark forces that are the most dangerous for the existence of the Christian community. A secular society
should be established in India where all religions are treated equally.

Constitutionally JBAC works tirelessly for the wider public interest. This council will draw up a plan to effectively counter the challenges
of evil forces that derail the spirit of unity and assists the government in dealing with anarchist forces. It takes the laxity of machinery at
the field level to the attention of the authorities and paves the way for ambitious ideas that need to be put into action for protection. The
JBAC stands as an antidote to the forces of darkness that sow discord, disunity and divisions with endless generosity, reiterated
General Secretary Dr. LK Mrityunjaya.
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